CELLINI MOONPHASE

39 mm, 18 ct Everose gold, polished finish
THE CELLINI MOONPHASE IN 18 CT EVEROSE GOLD WITH A LEATHER STRAP.

This model features an exclusive display of the phases of the moon. Its White dial with a blue enamel disc at 6 o’clock displays the lunar cycle where the full moon is depicted by a meteorite applique.
The Cellini Moonphase has a white lacquer dial with a blue enamelled disc at 6 o'clock showing the full moon and the new moon, the former depicted by a meteorite applique and the latter by a silver ring.
DOMED AND FLUTED BEZEL
A TOUCH OF DISTINCTION

The round shape, classic 39 mm diameter, and the cases available exclusively in 18 ct gold – cast by Rolex in its own foundry – are marks of tradition, while the Cellini’s refined lugs, the polished finish and the double bezel – one domed and the second delicately fluted – add a touch of distinction. An emblematic Rolex feature, this fluting is also present on the screw-down case back, which is domed as in bygone eras.
To preserve the beauty of its pink gold watches, Rolex created and patented an exclusive 18 ct pink gold alloy cast in its own foundry: Everose gold. Introduced in 2005, 18 ct Everose is used on all Rolex Oyster models in pink gold.
A LUXURIOUS STRAP
TOBACCO LEATHER

The Cellini Moonphase is fitted on a brown alligator leather strap with a folding Crownclasp in 18 ct Everose gold, a first for a Cellini model.
ELEGANCE AND NOBILITY
A PRESTIGIOUS TIMEPIECE

The Cellini Moonphase features an exclusive display of the phases of the moon. It has a white lacquer dial with a blue enamelled disc at 6 o’clock showing the full moon and the new moon, the former depicted by a meteorite applique and the latter by a silver ring. The moonphase is read via the indicator set at 12 o’clock on the subdial, as the full moon and new moon rotate through the lunar cycle. This model is driven by a self-winding mechanical movement entirely manufactured by Rolex, whose patented moonphase module is astronomically accurate for 122 years.
Specifications
Reference 50535

MODEL CASE
39 mm, 18 ct Everose gold, polished finish

DIAMETER
39 mm

MATERIAL
18 ct Everose gold

BEZEL
Double bezel, domed and fluted

WINDING CROWN
Flared screw-down winding crown with Rolex emblem

CRYSTAL
Domed sapphire crystal

WATER RESISTANCE
Waterproof to 50 metres / 165 feet

MOVEMENT
Perpetual, mechanical, self-winding

CALIBRE
3195, Manufacture Rolex

PRECISION
-2/+2 sec/day, after casing

FUNCTIONS
Centre hour, minute and seconds hands. Moonphase at 6 o'clock. Date display via centre hand

WINDING
Bidirectional self-winding via Perpetual rotor

POWER RESERVE
Approximately 48 hours
BRACELET
Leather strap

BRACELET MATERIAL
Tobacco leather

CLASP
Folding Crownclasp

DIAL
White

CERTIFICATION
Superlative Chronometer (COSC + Rolex certification after casing)
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